Modular helium leak testing system

Modul'He

by

alliance concept
Choose amongst dozens of possible configurations and benefit from the cost-effective quality design of our Modul’He range

**APPLICATIONS**

This helium leak testing module is ideal for any industrial seeking efficiency:

- Automotive (R&D, rework)
- Aeronautics
- Cast foundries (heavy parts)
- Connectors
- Electronics
- Energy (SF6 filling after test)
- Medical / Pharmaceutical (clean room)
- Refrigeration
- Watchmaking

**SAMPLE OF OUR KNOW-HOW**

- Dozens of possible configurations
- Cost-effectiveness, starting from 50 k€
- Low footprint (ideal for laboratories)
- Easy maintenance
- **Helium recovery and gas mixer**
- **Helium concentration measurement**
- Leak rates from $10^{-11}$ mbar.l/s !
- Global test (vacuum chamber)
- Leak localisation (sniffing test)

**KEY DATA**

Excellence in 3D design

Tooling prototyping

Helium leak detection for gas meters

Separated vacuum chamber for large parts
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